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EDGEPoS is an Award Winning global EPOS Software System.
Designed By Retailers, For Retailers.
Developed for the convenience and fuel forecourt market by Henderson
Technology, EDGEPoS is one of the only worldwide EPOS systems that has
been designed By Retailers, For Retailers. Offering a fully scalable, real-time
solution supporting businesses from one to one hundred lanes.
Henderson Technology realises that retail is a rapidly changing business and
recognises the impact of new technology. We provide forwardthinking solutions for Retailers, enabling their business to maintain its
competitive edge and ultimately boost profitability.
EDGEPoS covers the three main areas of running your Retail business;
Operational Efficiency, Security and Business Development.
Henderson Technology is the largest EPOS supplier in Northern Ireland with
over 450 sites across the province. Henderson Technology have
recently embarked on a significant sales expansion outside of Northern
Ireland with new EDGEPoS partners and customers in the United Kingdom
and Australia.

A unique cutting EDGE solution for leading retailers across the globe.

Security
Serious about security.
Developed by the Henderson Group in Northern Ireland,
EDGEPoS was designed as a seamless and secure system to
protect both retailers and their customers. Monitoring every
transaction, EDGEPoS encompasses the necessary tools to
ensure security is the main priority.
EDGEPoS is continuously innovating in fraud prevention
solutions, adhering to industry leading standards to manage all
applications from integrated third party services to payment
transactions.
EDGEPoS has a vast plethora of integrated features that ensure
each transaction is seamless and secure. Such features include;
maximum quantity limits on restricted items to an advanced age
checking procedure. All EDGEPoS activity is recorded in detail in
the back office ensuring the highest standards are enforced.
Audit Trails

Payments

Retailers can be rest assured that all
EDGEPoS activities are recorded in
great detail in the back office. This
aids the audit trail process as
retailers can assess a wide range of
information deriving from reports
across vast criteria. These reports
contain information on all
transactions, sales, payments,
promotions, fuel, wastage and much
more.

EDGEPoS transactions can be
processed through numerous
payment methods from cash, card,
contactless or credit accounts. All
payments are recorded live, are end
to end encrypted and no data is
stored. All payments are recorded in
the back office in report format
highlighting such activities as
contactless transactions and
employee till safe drops.

“The system is extremely efficient, the password audit feature is
excellent. It is extremely easy to use and provides you with all the
information that you need to protect and grow your business.”
Andrew Davis, 77 Retail Group Co-Owner
(Titanic, Cadogan, Lisburn, Ballynure, Dundonald)

Secure Mode

Till Functionality

Transactions

EDGEPoS has incorporated
a secure till mode ensuring
that once an employee is
logged onto a till, that
employee is the sole user
of that till. This safeguards
against fraudulent staff
activity and allows a
retailer to understand each
employees’ transaction
activities.

Each EDGEPoS till is
designed by retailers
with store safety in
mind. Till safety is key
in the EDGEPoS system
and therefore features
such as auto log off,
safe drop and secure
mode have been added
to ensure each till aids
store security.

With EDGEPoS all store
transactions are
uniquely processed
ensuring a payment is
tendered before
completing any
transaction. This feature
minimises the risk of
human error and cash
losses, ensuring every
penny is accountable.

Efficiency
As EDGEPoS is a system designed by retailers, for retailers
operational efficiency is a key consideration.
In a customer facing environment time is imperative. EDGEPoS
hosts a wide range of features that aid speed, durability, security,
cost and efficiency within the store. Critical for managing all store
processes, enhancing employee performance and improvement of
the customer experience. Thus resulting in improved store
performance whilst offering the highest quality of products,
services and support therefore, boosting potential profitability.

“The operational side of EDGEPoS ensures that it is far
less likely for cashiers to make errors on the tills. The
PLUs are self-populating on each till, ensuring a much
speedier service.”
Dunstan Gorman,
Ulster University Jordanstown SPAR
Ordering

Multi Currency

With a fully integrated warehouse
link, the ordering process is
simplified with the EDGEPoS system.
Retailers can view their current stock
situation through a plethora of
reports and order accordingly.

With the ability to accept multiple
exchange rates, our transferable
EDGEPoS system retailers can
accept different currencies from
across the globe. Meaning that
EDGEPoS can accept more than
one currency at a time.

Product Maintenance

Product Searching

The EDGEPoS system has the ability
to manage stock effectively through
many features such as; report
analysis, handset facilities, and
associated barcodes. Retailers have
the capability of selling multipack
items separately, stock taking
multiple departments at once and
control margins in food to go items.
Thus enabling retailers to manage
their stock efficiently.

Picture PLU’s are an added feature
that ensures that no non scan
items are tendered through the
tills. With EDGEPoS all items in
store are accounted for from loose
fruit and vegetables to car washing
facilities. Lookup features are
readily available to allow
employees to quickly find
information on any product or
service in store, including its price
and pack information.

Scheduled reports

Waste management
Retailers can schedule reports to be
sent to their preferred device
including; phones, tablets or any
other smart device. All reports can
be sent and, or downloaded in excel
or PDF format enabling retailers to
speed up their store processes and
work more proactively.

EDGEPoS can be used as a valuable
waste management tool. With links
to reduction printers and a live
back office, retailers can analyse all
their products recognising the
slow / non selling products and
adjust their stock accordingly.

“Loyalty really works for us, whether it’s through offering bespoke
offers to our Loyalty customers only, or by running double points on
certain items, we see an increase in spend and it allows us to upsell
products which we need to. It also offers the personal touch.”
Thomas Magennis, Award Winning Mulkerns EUROSPAR, Co.
Armagh

Integrations
Henderson Technology are continuously researching the market
place in order to ensure that our EDGEPoS solution is always
evolving with the newest retail trends. Thus enhancing the
products and services offered by the EDGEPoS solution.
EDGEPoS is fully integrated with Electronic Shelf Edge Label
suppliers Markethub and Solu M. This allows full control from
the back office of scheduled price changes, deals and
promotional offers.

Scales link
EDGEPoS currently holds a successful
working partnership with Mettler
Toledo. Resulting in EDGEPoS being
linked to any Mettler Toledo scale to
allow for effective product
maintenance and margin control in
food outlets such as butchery
counters and cafes.
Third party links
EDGEPoS has the capability to link to
many third party services and is
currently linked with impressive
services such as Zapper, PayPoint,
BPme and Cigarette vending machines.
These links are developed through
cooperation of third party companies
and their authorisations.

Fuel

Loyalty

Fuel integration hosts many benefits
for retailers as it allows retailers to
offer additional services to their
store including prepay fuel and fuel
bunkering. EDGEPoS fuel integration
enables retailers to offer additional
payment methods including fuel
cards and credit accounts, thus
reducing the risk fraudulent activity.

EDGEPoS provides the ability to offer a
successful loyalty scheme through our
Azpiral partnership. With over 2.5
million customers using the system,
customer loyalty warrants store
success. EDGEPoS is fully integrated
with the Azpiral loyalty program
allowing retailers to offer both staff
and customer loyalty within their store.

EFT
EDGEPoS integrates payment services and
offers the facility of EFT on each and every till.
Integrating EFT with EDGEPoS allows retailers
to offer a wide range of payment methods
including; cash, card, contactless, credit cards
and multi currency payments.

Fuel
Integration

“If anybody out there is running a Fuel site, EDGEPoS is the
way to go. EDGEPoS is the easiest system that we have
used for changing fuel prices. It’s the reliability of
EDGEPoS that makes it unique. With our old system, if one
till crashed – all the tills crashed. This meant that the
queues were out the door waiting on the system to reboot.
That has never happened since we installed EDGEPoS.”
Andrew Porter
Creightons of Finaghy, Balmoral and Black’s Road, Belfast

EDGEPoS offers a convenient solution to all retail settings
including butchery and food to go outlets. Retailers have
the capability to incorporate these additional services as
the EDGEPoS system links to a variety of scales and hosts
a receipt resolution feature. Additionally, EDGEPoS has
recently launched a new food to go module; EDGEPoS
Café, enabling retailers to successfully manage their food
outlets as the system automatically works out VAT codes
and provides the ability to create bespoke orders.

New Innovations
Being experts in retail and wholesale, Henderson
Technology understands the rapid pace that retail is
evolving and therefore is continuously researching the
market to safeguard the systems’ competitive EDGE.
EDGEPoS grows with businesses adapting to current
trends, integrating with new innovations and securing
successful services.
2018 saw big developments with EDGEPoS, releasing
analytics, queue busting tablet till facilities and an
original adaptation of the self checkout.

EDGEPoS Analytics is a real time
graphical interface that enables our
retailers to keep track of their
business remotely.
Retailers can access any data at any
time with this live reporting feature.
EDGEPoS Analytics provides key
information and alerts in an easy to
read format at the touch of a
button.

“Non Scans are monitored from the Head Office Software.
At the beginning of 2017, Non-Scans sat at an average of 0.8%
throughout the stores, and the challenge was to reduce these to 0.25%.
Through the ease of monitoring the reports and performance of the
stores from EDGEPoS’ Head Office, they sat at an average of 0.1% –
with some stores even achieving 0% by end of 2017.”
Paul Hepburn,
Area Manager, DSP Supermarket Group

Multi-site operations require
enhanced control and
reporting to enable retailers
to be proactive in decision
making, aiding store success.
EDGEPoS Head Office can
help to reduce
administration overheads by
controlling areas such as;
pricing, product maintenance
and offers across all sites
from a central location.

The EDGEPoS Tablet
Till is the first multi
dimensional tablet
enabling smooth
running retail for all
stores. The stylish
tablet incorporates all
aspects of retail from
the till to the back
office system in the
touch of a button.

“We decided to install an EDGEPoS Self-Checkout till to
try and reduce the queues instore.
This has now given the staff more opportunity to do
other tasks on the shop floor. In my opinion, the major
benefit of having an EDGEPoS Self-Checkout instore is for
customers who have less than ten items in their basket,
and are looking for a fast and easy service to pay for
their goods.
EDGEPoS Self-Checkout definitely offers this service.”
Edward White, SPAR Calver, Derby

This new innovative product is a
unique take on a traditional self
checkout. This cost effective
product allows retailers to utilise
space and staff in store.
A completely new and innovative
offering to the convenience and
fuel market for Self-Checkout. The
self-checkout is simply bolted onto
existing EDGEPoS tills and requires
no additional counter space.

Due for Release September 2019
Ubamarket’s app delivers a high-tech, low-cost solution for retailers to
implement in store, enabling shoppers to create shopping lists on their
phone, guide shoppers around the store in the quickest way possible to get
their items, scanning their items as they shop, and make easy payment, all on
their phone.
As well as providing an easy to use shopper solution, the app will be fully
integrated with Henderson’s EDGEPoS system which will enhance store
efficiency, back office operations, stock control and multi-site management.
The app will also work alongside Henderson Technology’s new self-checkout
systems which are in a growing number of stores.
The app helps retailers meet the growing need for the best instore
experiences for shoppers, recognising their needs for easy, quick shopping,
while the retailer has the potential to gain bigger sales, increase shopper
loyalty, reduce overheads and make promotional activity relevant and
personal to customers.

Due for Release June 2019
Order Deli food to go in advance direct from your mobile
phone, and allow your customers to collect fresh food
within minutes of arriving at your store.
Improve and enhance the customer experience by
enabling customers to order when and where they
want, at their own pace and without queuing.
All fully integrated with your EDGEPoS Back Office for
stock visibility online and full reporting.

Out Now
Mobile Payments –

Zapper

Zapper are providers of a simple mobile payment app that
allows shoppers to pay with smartphone. The app
processes the payment, including voucher redemption
and loyalty card updates, as customers scan a QR code at
the till.

EDGEPoS Partners

If you have any enquiries please get in touch:
Tel no: +44 (0)28 9094 1911
Email: sales@henderson.technology

